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PART I: Judicial Review vs. Civil 
Appeal

Framework and 
Overview
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What Do They Have in Common?

4

Both are reviews of a 
lower Court or tribunal 
decision  something 
is “under review”

1
Both apply standards 
of review to the 
underlying decision (no 
standard of review for 
procedural fairness 
issues on JR)

32
Both processes are not
re-hearings of the 
original underlying 
decision



What is Judicial Review?

5

3(1) Subject to subsection (2), this Act applies to a proceeding by a 
tribunal in the exercise of a statutory power of decision conferred by 
or under an Act of the Legislature, where the tribunal is required by or 
under such Act or otherwise by law to hold or to afford to the parties to 
the proceeding an opportunity for a hearing before making a decision.

Applies to a “statutory power of decision”, usually made by a 
tribunal / administrative decision-maker (see Judicial Review 
Procedure Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.S.22 (“JRPA”)):

Discretionary remedy (Robinson v. Hamilton (City), 2022 ONSC 
911, Divisional Court, at para. 2)



What is a “Statutory Power of 
Decision”?

Subsection 1(1) of the JRPA:

6

“statutory power of decision” means a power or right, conferred 
by or under a statute, to make a decision deciding or 
prescribing,

a) the legal rights, powers, privileges, immunities, duties or 
liabilities of any person or party, or

b) the eligibility of any person or party to receive, or to the 
continuation of, a benefit or license, whether the person is 
legally entitled thereto or not; 



How to Commence an Application for 
Judicial Review?

7

1 The Prerogative Writs
Section 2(1) of the JRPA:
Certiorari (quash the administrative 
decision);
Prohibition (require that the tribunal cease 
action); or
Mandamus (compel the tribunal to do 
something)

2 Relief must be set out in Notice of Application for 
Judicial Review



What is an Appeal?

The ability for a Court to review a lower-court or tribunal decision 
where an express statutory right of appeal is conferred

The express statutory right of appeal may derive from:

a) The governing statute

b) The Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.C.43
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How do you Commence an Appeal?

Relief Requested

9

1 Setting aside decision?

2 In the alternative, remit the matter back to the 
lower Court / tribunal?

3 Commenced by way of Notice of Appeal

4 Appellant / Respondent also required to file Certificates of 
Evidence under Rule 61.05 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, 
R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194 (the “Rules”)



Part II – Judicial Review 

Common 
Mistakes and 

Pitfalls
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Starting a Premature JR
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Normally, courts are reluctant to review interlocutory or interim steps in 
an administrative proceeding, preferring to wait until the proceeding has 
run its course in order to avoid fragmentation of the administrative 
process and delay, as well as to respect the legislative decision to 
confer decision-making authority on the administrative 
tribunal…judicial review will be refused where the application is 
premature, unless there are exceptional circumstances.

Bannis v. Ontario College of Pharmacists, 2020 ONSC 6115 (Div. Ct.), 
citing Volochay v. College of Massage Therapists, 2012 ONCA 541, at 
para. 70.

Divisional Court openly discourages parties from fragmenting tribunal 
proceedings with a JR application



Starting a Premature JR

12

Are there “exceptional circumstances” to justify a judicial 
review mid-hearing?

1 Irremediable prejudice to continue with the tribunal 
hearing?

2 Does the Court need to resolve the issue 
now?

3 Is the delay to the tribunal proceeding 
significant?



Missing the JR “Limitation Period”

At common law, there was once a time when judicial review had 
to started within six months of tribunal decision

13

Jeremiah v. Ontario (Human Rights Commission), [2008] O.J. No. 3013 
(Div. Ct.)



Missing the JR “Limitation Period”

14

In Ontario, Section 5(1) of the JRPA now prescribes a 30-day 
deadline for judicial review applications:

5 (1) Unless another Act provides otherwise, an application for 
judicial review shall be made no later than 30 days after the date 
the decision or matter for which judicial review is being sought was 
made or occurred, subject to subsection (2). 

Applies to all JRs in Ontario, unless another statute says 
otherwise (s.5(3) of JRPA)



Missing the JR “Limitation Period”
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In Ontario, Section 5(2) of the JRPA allows the Court to extend the 
30-day “limitation period”, on terms, where:

a) There are “apparent grounds for relief”; and

b) No “substantial prejudice or hardship will result to any 
person” by the delay



Failing to Identify the “Standard of 
Review”

16

Vavilov v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 2019 
SCC 65

Two options:

a) Reasonableness Review (deference to the Tribunal)

b) Correctness Review (less or no deference to the 
Tribunal)



Failing to Identify the “Standard of 
Review”

Vavilov creates a presumption of reasonableness review in all 
cases

a) Court is more likely to show deference than not

b) Reasonableness remains, however, a “robust form of 
review”, not a “rubber stamp”

Vavilov v. Canada, supra at para. 13.
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Failing to Identify the “Standard of 
Review”

18

Can presumption of reasonableness review be rebutted?

Presumption of Reasonableness Review can be rebutted in 2 
types of situations (Vavilov, supra):

Where legislature has 
indicated that a different 
standard of review 
applies:

1

a) Statute expressly 
provides a different S 
of R

b) Where there is a 
statutory appeal 
mechanism

2
Where the rule of law 
requires correctness 
to apply:
Certain categories of legal 
questions (constitutional, general 
questions of law of central 
importance to the legal system as 
a whole, questions re jurisdictional 
boundaries between 2 or more 
bodies)



Failing to Identify a Breach of Procedural Fairness / 
Natural Justice

19

Broadly speaking, more likely to succeed on JR with procedural 
fairness argument

Breaches of procedural fairness include basic principles of due 
process (Baker v. Canada, [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817):

a) The right to be heard;

b) The right to be provided reasons for decision; and

c) The right to an unbiased decision-maker.



Failing to Identify if Matter Should be Remitted to 
Tribunal

20

Vavilov, supra at para. 141

If the Court finds an administrative decision to be unreasonable, 
it “will most often be appropriate to remit the matter to the 
decision-maker to have it reconsider the decision, this time 
with the benefit of the Court’s reasons”

There are “limited scenarios” where Court will not remit the 
matter back to the original decision-maker:

Where it is evident to Court that “a particular outcome is 
inevitable” and remitting the matter back would “serve no useful 
purpose”

Vavilov, supra at para. 142.



Failing to Identify if Matter Should be Remitted to 
Tribunal

21

Factors Court will consider in remitting matter back to tribunal:

• Delay;

• Fairness to Parties;

• Urgency of providing a resolution to dispute;

• Nature of the regulatory regime;

• Whether decision-maker had a “genuine opportunity” to 
weigh in on the issue;

• Costs; and

• Efficient use of public resources



Failing to Serve Attorney General

22

Section 9(4) of JRPA requires that the Notice of Application for JR 
be served on AG Ontario:

9(4) Notice of an application for judicial review shall be 
served upon the Attorney General who is entitled as of 
right to be heard in person or by counsel on the 
application. 

Section 109(1) of the CJA requires parties in Ontario to serve a 
Notice of Constitutional Question on AGs Canada and Ontario



In Summary

23

1 Starting a Premature JR – avoid fragmenting proceedings

2 Missing the JR “Limitation Period”– 30-day deadline under the 
JRPA

3 Failing to Identify the “Standard of Review”– Reasonableness or 
Correctness?

4 Failing to Identify a Breach of Procedural Fairness / Natural 
Justice – more likely to succeed on fairness argument? 

5 Failing to Identify if Matter Should be Remitted to Tribunal –most 
often appropriate to remit the matter to the decision-maker

6 Failing to Serve the Attorney General– required under JRPA and 
CJA



Part III – Civil Appeals

Common 
Mistakes and 

Pitfalls
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Failing to Identify Source of Court’s 
Jurisdiction for the Appeal

25

Failing to Identify Source of Court’s Jurisdiction for the Appeal

a) Appeal rights are “wholly a matter of statute”

b) There is no inherent right to appeal a decision

Sutcliffe v. Ontario (Minister of the Environment), [2004] O.J. No. 277 (C.A.) at 
para. 23.



Failing to Identify Source of Court’s 
Jurisdiction for the Appeal

26

Appeals from interlocutory orders usually require leave to appeal 
(Rules 61.03 & 62.02 and s.19(1)(b) of CJA)

Appeals from final orders may / may not require leave depending on 
which Court rendered the final order, i.e. Superior Court vs. Divisional 
(Rule 61.03.1 & ss.6(1)(b) and 19(1)(a) of CJA)

Does the statute provide an appeal as of right?

Does the statute require that the appellant bring a motion for leave 
to appeal first?

In Ontario, for appeals to which the Rules and the CJA apply (and 
another statute does not govern):



Failing to Identify Source of Court’s 
Jurisdiction for the Appeal

Common Mistake: Not finding case law to determine if your 
underlying order is final vs. interlocutory

A final order disposes of the litigation, or finally disposes of part of the 
litigation: Ball v. Donais (1993), 13 O.R. (3d) 322 (C.A.)

An interlocutory order disposes of the issue raised, most often a 
procedural issue, but the litigation proceeds: Hendrickson v. 
Kallio, [1932] O.R. 675 (C.A.), at p. 678.
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https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1505209&crid=767bd3ac-fb46-4695-b225-07bdcce4622e&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases-ca%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A6442-6VV1-JF1Y-B2MB-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=280717&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A644P-S0K1-F1WF-M4GW-00000-00&pddoctitle=1476335+Ontario+Inc.+v.+Frezza%2C+%5B2021%5D+O.J.+No.+6482&pdteaserkey=sr2&pdicsfeatureid=1517129&pditab=allpods&ecomp=wbkyk&earg=sr2&prid=282cb771-a607-405b-b68c-82dda02ddd12
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1505209&crid=767bd3ac-fb46-4695-b225-07bdcce4622e&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases-ca%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A6442-6VV1-JF1Y-B2MB-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=280717&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A644P-S0K1-F1WF-M4GW-00000-00&pddoctitle=1476335+Ontario+Inc.+v.+Frezza%2C+%5B2021%5D+O.J.+No.+6482&pdteaserkey=sr2&pdicsfeatureid=1517129&pditab=allpods&ecomp=wbkyk&earg=sr2&prid=282cb771-a607-405b-b68c-82dda02ddd12


Failing to Identify Source of Court’s 
Jurisdiction for the Appeal 

28

Final vs. Interlocutory Orders

Do not make assumptions 
 there may very well be a 
case on point re whether 
decision is final vs. 
interlocutory

1 2
If unsure, you do may have 
to go through the added 
expense / delay of appealing 
in two Courts until you have 
opposing counsel’s / the 
Court’s position



Failing to Identify Source of Court’s 
Jurisdiction for the Appeal

29

If leave to appeal is required, do you satisfy the test?

For motions for leave to appeal interlocutory orders, must satisfy 
test:

a) there is a conflicting decision by another judge or court in 
Ontario or elsewhere on the matter involved in the proposed 
appeal and it is, in the opinion of the panel hearing the motion, 
desirable that leave to appeal be granted; or

b) there appears to the panel hearing the motion good reason to 
doubt the correctness of the order in question and the 
proposed appeal involves matters of such importance that, 
in the panel’s opinion, leave to appeal should be granted

Rules of Civil Procedure, at Rule 62.02(4)



Failure to Appeal / Seek Leave to 
Appeal on Time

30

Failure to appeal or bring motion for leave to appeal on time can be 
fatal

1 Statute / Rules should be checked to determine timelines

2 Amounts to professional negligence on part of counsel



Failure to Appeal / Seek Leave to 
Appeal on Time

31

If timeline missed, may need to bring motion to extend time to file 
Notice of Appeal

Court may consider:

 Whether appellant formed an intention to appeal within 
the time period;

 Length / Explanation for the delay;
 Prejudice to the Respondent;
 Merits of Appeal; and
 Whether the “interests of the case” requires it.

Canadian Western Trust Co. v. 1324789 Ontario Inc., 2021 ONCA 
23, at para. 24.



Failure to Seek Expedited Appeal

32

The Court may automatically expedite certain types of appeals:

1 Family law appeals;

2 Appeals under the Child, Youth and Family 
Services Act;

3 Appeals that may delay the progress of an 
ongoing proceeding

Practice Direction Concerning Civil Appeals at the Court of Appeal, at 
s.12.1(2).



Failure to Seek Expedited Appeal

33

If no automatic expedited appeal, must bring motion

Appeals are to be expedited only where the motion judge is satisfied the 
urgency of the matter requires an earlier hearing date.

Practice Direction Concerning Civil Appeals at the Court of Appeal for 
Ontario, at 12.1(4).

UD Trading Group Holding PTE Ltd. v. TAP Private Capital Ltd., [2021] O.J. 
No. 2225 (C.A.) at para. 78



Respondent’s Failure to Bring Cross-
Appeal

34

May be a short time limit for doing so

Under Rules, Notice of Cross-Appeal must be served 15 days of 
service of the Notice of Appeal

Rules of Civil Procedure, at Rule 61.07.



Failing to Identify Appellate Standards 
of Review

35

Ordinary civil standards of appeal apply:

1 Depends on nature of the question (be candid 
with Court)

2 Questions of pure law  less deferential 
standard of correctness

3 Questions of fact or mixed fact and law 
(where legal question not extricable)
deferential standard of “palpable and overriding 
error”

Vavilov, supra at para. 37, citing Housen v. Nikolaisen, 2002 SCC 33.



Failing to Seek Security for Costs of 
the Appeal

36

Respondent may want to entertain bringing a motion for security 
for costs of the appeal where the appeal:

1 appears frivolous; or 

2 the appellant lacks the ability to pay an 
adverse costs award



Failing to Seek Security for Costs of 
the Appeal

37

Security for costs may be awarded where:

Appeal is frivolous 
and vexatious and 
appellant has 
insufficient assets;

1
Court will apply 
“holistic analysis”, 
considering whether it 
would be just to order 
security in view of the 
circumstances and 
“interests of justice”

32
Security for costs 
should be ordered “for 
other good reason”

Richardson v. Arsenov, 2022 ONCA 137, at paras. 8-9



Raising New Issues on Appeal

38

High onus on party seeking to raise new issues on appeal 
reluctance based on fairness concerns

Appellant must show:

1 All the facts necessary to address new point are 
before the Court as fully as if issue was raised at 
trial

2 If the new issue is one of pure law, burden 
necessarily eases as factual record 
unnecessary

See Kaiman v. Graham, 2009 ONCA 77;  Whitby (Town) v. G 
& G 878996 LM Ltd., 2020 ONCA 654



Failing to Have Underlying Order 
Issued and Entered

39

In Ontario, perfection of the appeal by the appellant required that 
the underlying Order be issued and entered

Does not apply to Tribunal 
“orders”

1 2
Time it will take to have 
Order issued and entered 
must be factored into the 
perfection deadline (usually 
30 days)



Failing to Meet Deadlines

40

Appellant must begin appeal or motion for leave to appeal within 
prescribed time

Can amount to 
professional 
negligence otherwise

1
15 days to seek leave 
to appeal (Rule 
61.03(1)(b) & 
61.03.1(3)(a) & 62.02)

32
Under Ontario Rules, 
usually 30 days to 
serve Notice of Appeal 
(Rule 61.04), with 
Certificate of Evidence 
(if leave not required)



Failing to Meet Deadlines

41

Practice Tip Governing statute other than CJA and Rules may 
require appeal to be started on a different timeline

Perfection Deadline:

Where no transcript is 
required for appeal, within 
30 days after filing Notice of 
Appeal

1 2
Where transcript required, 
within 60 days after receiving 
notice that evidence 
transcribed

Rules, supra at Rule 61.09



Failing to Meet Deadlines

42

If deadline missed, requirement to advise LawPRO
Motion to Extend Time to Appeal:

Overriding issue = whether in interests of justice to extend time

Factors Court will consider:

(Rule 3.02(1);  2363523 Ontario Inc v. Nowack, 2018 ONCA 286, at 
para. 4)

Duca Community Credit Union Ltd. v. Giovannoli (2001), 142 O.A.C. 146 (C.A.);  
Denomme v. McArthur, 2013 ONCA 694;  Leighton v. Best, 2014 ONCA 667

 Whether appeal has so little merit Court could deny important right of 
appeal

 Whether the appellant intended to appeal during the appeal period

 Length and explanation for delay

 Prejudice to the opposing party



In Summary

43

1 Failing to Identify Source of Court’s Jurisdiction for the Appeal– appeal rights 
“wholly a matter of statute”

2 Failure to Appeal / Seek Leave to Appeal on Time – statute/rules determine timelines

3 Failure to Seek Expedited Appeal – automatically expedited or on motion

4 Respondent’s Failure to Bring Cross-Appeal– short time limit

5 Failing to Identify Appellate Standards of Review– depends on nature of question: 
pure law or mixed fact and law

6 Failing to Seek Security for Costs of the Appeal– frivolous or where appellant unable 
to pay costs

7 Raising New Issues on Appeal– high onus on party seeking to raise

8 Failing to Have Underlying Order Issued and Entered– perfection deadline

9 Failing to Meet Deadlines



Part IV – Written and Oral Advocacy for 
JRs and Appeals

Best Practices / 
Ethical 

Implications

44



Re-Research Your Case

45

5.1-2 When acting as an advocate, a lawyer shall not:
(e) knowingly attempt to deceive a tribunal or influence the course 

of justice by…misstating facts or law…
(i)    deliberately refrain from informing the tribunal of any binding 
authority that the lawyer considers to be directly on point and that 
has not been mentioned by an opponent…

3.1-2 A lawyer shall perform any legal services undertaken on a 
client's behalf to the standard of a competent lawyer. (includes 
proper legal research)

Rules of Professional Conduct, Law Society of Ontario



Re-Research Your Case

46

Lawyers are duty-bound to present the appellate Court with the most 
up-to-date iteration of the law

1 Cannot ignore binding authority

2 May be more recent cases on point



Drafting a Factum on a JR / Appeal

47

Identify the one or two 
issues you want to argue 
first (no more than three 

issues)

Start with the law
Deal with binding authority 

(required as officer of the 
Court)

Go back to the Facts

Draft the argument

Do Overview last



Drafting a Factum on a JR / Appeal

48

The Overview

Most important aspect of the factum

1 Start with Relief sought: 

 why are you there?  
 what are you seeking?

2 Outline the theory of the case

 Length of Overview can vary

Tech Tip
Use a tool that has a recent collection of court documents similar to your 
appeal or application for JR to help you get started and draw insights from 
winning arguments. 



Drafting a Factum on a JR / Appeal

49

Tech Tip
Seek data-driven legal tools that not only reveal multiple cases that are on-
point and stand for the same proposition, but also help you understand how 
courts ruled for those, and what language is your judge most likely to 
recognize.

The Facts

Set out the most important facts for the judicial review / 
appeal

Not a re-telling of the entire case

Pinpoint references to key evidence (use quotations where 
necessary)  don’t leave it to the panel to figure out where to find 
your reference in the record



Drafting a Factum on a JR / Appeal

50

Tech Tip
Continuously validate 
the authority of 
caselaw using an 
advanced citator to 
explore the cases’ 
appellate history
and how it is 
judicially considered 
in other citations.

The Law

3 Use quotations for the most important 
cases, but don’t overquote

4 Discuss facts of most important 
cases only

1 Make sure all cases are noted up

2 If a decision was affirmed or leave to appeal 
was denied, indicate so (duty as officer of 
Court)



Oral Advocacy

51

To the greatest extent possible, co-operate with opposing counsel 

Appeals are not the forum to be obstructive and engage in 
sharp practice

7.2-1 A lawyer shall be courteous, civil, and act in good faith 
with all persons with whom the lawyer has dealings in the 
course of their practice.

Rules of Professional Conduct, Law Society of Ontario



Oral Advocacy

52

During oral argument:

3 Provide a roadmap to the Court re your 
argument

4 Consider this a “discussion” with the appeal 
Court

1 Do not re-read your factum

2 Stick to your best two / three main points

5 Rehearse your submissions  try them out on 
colleagues



Oral Advocacy

53

Be prepared to deviate from 
the roadmap

1 2
If you are the Appellant, 
remember that you have a 
right of reply

Answer the Court’s 
questions  do not defer 
your answer to a later time

3 4
If the Court is not persuaded, 
move on  don’t be 
obstructive



Oral Advocacy

54

• Do not simply say “you 
can find this at para. 10 
of my factum” if 
something is important

1 Take the Court to the most 
important passages in the 
case law / evidence

• Be mindful that the panel 
is taking notes

• Speaking too quickly 
loses them

• The value of the “pause”

2 Be calm, measured and 
slow in your delivery



Oral Advocacy

55

During oral argument:

3 Wrap up your case and each point

1 If you do not understand the panel’s question or point, 
politely ask them to repeat it

2 Address the Court properly (avoid gendered language, 
use of “Your Honour”)

Practice Direction Concerning Civil Appeals at the Court of 
Appeal for Ontario, at s.15.1

Members of the Court of Appeal should be addressed as 
“Chief Justice”, “Associate Chief Justice”, “Justice” or 
“Justice (Surname)”, as appropriate. They should not be 
addressed as “Madam Justice”, “My Lady”, “My Lord”, 
“Your Ladyship”, “Your Lordship” or “Your Honour”



In Summary

56

1 Re-Research Your Case
Present the most up-to-date iteration of the law

2 Drafting a Factum on a JR / Appeal
• Start with the law: note up all cases, don’t overquote, state 

facts of most important cases only
• Go back to the facts: select the most important facts, refer to 

and quote key evidence 
• Do the Overview last: Why are you here? What are you 

seeking? Outline theory of the case

3 Oral Advocacy
• Co-operate, avoid sharp practice
• Do not re-read your factum
• Be prepared to deviate and answer questions



Part V - Questions

57

Q&A



Torkin Manes LLP
151 Yonge Street, Suite 1500
Toronto, ON M5C 2W7
www.torkinmanes.com

Phone

Email

Marco P. Falco
Partner, Appellate Litigation and Judicial Review

Torkin Manes LLP
416.777.5421

mfalco@torkinmanes.com
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